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5100 Window Cleaner activeFoam Spray 400 ml 
Description The window cleaner is suitable for all glass surfaces, whether inside, outside or in 

the vehicle. The white cleaning foam remains on vertical surfaces for a long time 
without dripping. The intensive cleaner dissolves and removes dried-on insect 
residues, bird droppings, nicotine coatings, grease, silicone and rubber abrasion 
without forming streaks. Thanks to its high cleaning effect, it is also economical to 
use. 

Advantages Stable foam for vertical surfaces - silicone free - removes oils, insect residues and 
bird droppings - compatible for acrylic and polycarbonate glas 

Application fields Auto repair shops, household, industry 
Application 1. Shake can well before use. 2. Spray from a short distance evenly over the surface 

to be cleaned. 3. Let the product soak longer for stubborn dirt. 4. Wipe away with a 
clean, dry cloth or paper.  
Note: Do not apply on hot surfaces or in direct sunlight. 

Technical data 
Chemical base Water with added surfactants 
Colour Transparent 
Density 0,86 g/ml (20°C) 
pH-value 10,5 
Fragrance Citrus 
Free from AOX 
Propellant Propane/butane 
Application temperature 10°C - 25°C 
Storage temperature 5°C - 35°C 
Shelf life 24 months 
Packaging 400 ml aerosol 
Product variants A510040001 400 ml 

Find comprehensive advice on health, safety, and environmental protection in the corresponding safety data sheets. 

This technical information leaflet is the result of careful testing and used to advise our customers. The information contained 
herein corresponds to our best knowledge. Since proper use does not lie within our influence, however, we can assume liability 
only for the perfect quality of the products we provided up to the point in time of delivery. We reserve the right to make any 
changes in this product information due to new knowledge. 

 

    

 

 

 


